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Card Number (Basic / Supplementary): 

Dispute Form

Name (Basic / Supplementary):

Amount in BHD
Amount in Foreign

Currency (If Applicable)
Statement

Date
Transaction

Date Merchant NameAccount Number

I dispute the above mentioned transaction(s) for the following reasons: (Please tick relevant)

Transaction not recognized – more information required

Not participated or authorized the transaction. My card was (tick one of the following choices below):

 In my possession at the time of the transaction Never received Lost/Stolen    Date: _____ /_____ /_____  Location: ___________________
                     DD         MM        YYYY

Incorrect Transaction currency* (Please provide the signed agreement copy showing the authorized currency)

The amount on the charge slip differs from the amount billed.* (Please provide the actual charge slip) 

Credit voucher received for the above listed merchant, but it was applied to the card/account as a charge.* (Please provide the credit voucher)  

Multiple/Duplicate billing

Paid by other means* (Please provide proof of payment)

Canceled recurring transaction on _____ /_____ /_____* (Please provide the cancellation proof)
DD          MM        YYYY

Citibank, N.A., Bahrain Branch has transferred ownership of its consumer banking business in Bahrain to Ahli United Bank B.S.C. (Commercial 
Registration number 46348) (“AUB”). AUB is the issuer of “Citi” branded consumer banking products in Bahrain and Citibank, N.A., Bahrain Branch is 
providing certain services in respect of those products. The trademarks “Citi”, “Citibank”, “Citigroup”, the Arc design and all similar trademarks and 
derivations thereof are used temporarily under licence by AUB from Citigroup Inc and related group entities.

Citibank, N.A., Bahrain Branch is licensed by the Central Bank of Bahrain as a Conventional Retail and Wholesale Bank.

Please call CitiPhone Banking at +973 1758 2484 to immediately report any unauthorized transaction(s) and block your card. 
Kindly note that it is the Cardmember’s responsibility to ensure that CitiPhone Banking is promptly informed in the manner 
specified herein. In the event Citibank does not receive such instruction, transactions on the card shall be deemed as 
Cardmember’s liability. 

Returned the merchandise because (Reason for return)  _________________________________________________________________________________*
(Please provide reason & proof of return along with any attempt(s) communication to resolve the issue with merchant)

Merchandise / Service received did not match description at time of purchase*
(Please provide description of what goods/services was received, description of the expected goods/service along with any attempt communication to resolve the issue with the merchant)

Credit not received* (Please provide the credit voucher)

Canceled the transaction on  _____ /_____ /_____ with cancellation number ____________________________* (Please provide the cancellation proof)
DD           MM       YYYY 

Not received ordered merchandise/Service expected on _____ /_____ /_____ in an attempt to resolve the issue*
                          DD         MM       YYYY

(Please provide description of the expected service/goods, proof of attempts to resolve this matter with the merchant and proof of expected delivery date)

I have received some / none of the cash requested. Amount requested was (BHD)____________ , the amount received was (BHD)____________.

*Please ensure to attach relevant documentation to support your dispute. Disputed transaction shall not be entertained without supporting documents.

 

Declaration: I agree to have my Card replaced to facilitate the dispute investigation as and when directed by the bank 

Signature (Basic / Supplementary): __________________________________________________________ 
Date:  ________ / ________ / ________ 

DD       MM        YYYY

Phone:  ____________________________

Mobile:  ____________________________

Fax:  ____________________________

ATM - cash not received /incorrect cash dispensed

Disclaimer: Payment transactions are between the Merchant and the Cardholder and the Bank will only act as intermediary in transferring funds from the Card Account 
in settlement of the payment transactions. The Bank shall not be liable to the Cardholder for any action or failure to act on the part of a Merchant or any refusal by the 
Merchant to honor the Card, whether or not such failure or refusal is the result of any error or malfunction of a device used to effect or authorized the use of a Card for 
a payment transaction. The Bank shall not be liable for any inadequate, defective, damaged goods supplied or requested under a payment transaction. The Bank shall not 
respond to and shall not be a party to any dispute regarding the correctness of the bills of the payment transactions, or be responsible for any dispute relating to any 
good or service supplied or requested under a payment transaction. All disputes in relation to payment transactions shall be settled by the Cardholder with the Merchant 
directly and no defence or claim shall be raised against the Bank by the Cardholder with respect thereto.

As the review is likely to take at least 90 days and we would not want you to be inconvenienced on this 
account, a Temporary Credit for the disputed amount will be offered by the Bank at its sole discretion 
if the amount is less than BD 500. Same will be intimated to you via SMS by the mobile number 
registered in our system.
If the dispute case is not in your favour, Temporary Credit will be reversed and you will be liable to pay, 
however, if the case is settled in your favour, the Temperory Credit will become permanent.


